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Kenmar appreciate the opportunity to comment on the MFDA governance 

proposals. 
 

“Governance is a system of rules, procedures and processes by which a company is 
directed and controlled. Specifically, it is a framework by which various stakeholder 
interests are balanced and efficiently and professionally managed.” (Ref 1.) 

 
Kenmar is an Ontario- based privately-funded organization focused on investment 

fund investor protection via on-line research and education papers and Investor 
ALERTS hosted at www.canadianfundwatch.com . Kenmar also publishes the Fund 

OBSERVER on a monthly basis discussing investor protection issues primarily for 
retail investment fund investors. An affiliate, Kenmar Portfolio Analytics, assists, on 
a no-charge basis, retail investors and/or their counsel in filing complaints and 

restitution claims. Additionally, we are active in regulatory affairs and regularly 
participate in public Consultations. Through these engagements we are able to take 

the pulse of investor protection in Canada. 
 
The MFDA is a critical component of securities regulation in Canada, As of Dec. 31, 

2018, the MFDA has 90 Members representing approximately $517 billion of mutual 
fund assets under administration. MFDA Members are registered in every province 

and territory of Canada and are the sponsors of approximately 79,900 mutual fund 
sales persons.The MFDA is a Member of the Joint Regulatory Committee overseeing 
OBSI. In the last few years, provincial legislatures have provided the MFDA (and 

IIROC) increased fine collection powers. The MFDA is a front line regulator for retail 
mutual fund investor protection with a Public interest obligation .  

http://mfda.ca/wp-content/uploads/PropAmendBy-lawNo1-Governance.pdf
mailto:pward@mfda.ca
mailto:ahamilton@bcsc.bc.ca
http://www.canadianfundwatch.com/
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The MFDA describes itself as being responsible for regulating the operations, 
standards of practice and business conduct of its Members and their representatives 
with a view to enhancing investor protection and strengthening public confidence in 

the Canadian mutual fund industry. Rather than having a focused “public” (i.e., 
client- oriented) bent, MFDA’s Public Directors can provide additional representation 

for securities industry constituencies given its light cooling-off period criterion. In 
several instances, the MFDA’s Public Directors join the board after long careers in 
the securities industry. Although some distinguished academics and former 

regulators do serve on MFDA’s board as Public Directors, the Board has not included 
persons primarily identified as active investor protection advocates. This absence is 

troubling for an organization that publicly characterizes itself as dedicated to 
investor protection. 
 

We point out that the MFDA 2017 Annual Enforcement Report noted the completion 
of its first proceeding against a dealer addressing sales incentives, marketing and 

educational practices under NI 81-105 (released in 1998). One has to question 
board governance efficacy in such a case. In fairness, we note that all the other 
regulators failed to enforce Mutual Fund Sales Practices for an extended of time. 

Our point is not to criticize but rather to highlight that the presence of a grass roots  
investor-focused Director might have increased the chances of enforcement (lack 

of) issue earlier than 19 years after the National Instrument came into effect , thus 
saving investors untold millions of dollars. 
 

Kenmar have a constructive relationship with the MFDA staff. The MFDA has 
supported a number of meaningful proposals to enhance investor protection 

including risk profiling tools and adoption of CRM3 cost reporting. Kenmar has 
however been constructively critical of a number of practices including, but not 
limited to: complaint handling rules, Operation of Hearing Panels, use of RCA in 

complaint investigations and investor compensation. For years we have been 
advocating for increased MFDA investigation and examination powers consistent 

with its enforcement and investor protection mandate. This would increase public 
confidence and trust in the MFDA. We feel strongly that the inclusion of Directors 

that are actively engaged with retail investors would help improve Board 
effectiveness and thereby , investor protection.   
 

Kenmar fully supports the MFDA initiative to review its governance practices. It is 
absolutely crucial that the MFDA Board of Directors have the best representation 

from all major stakeholders, especially retail investors and the mutual fund 
industry. The proposed changes to the present MFDA By-laws and governance 

procedures should go further to include at least one person skilled and actively 
engaged in retail investor issues and perspectives on the Board. 
 

We first comment on the issues raised in the published consultation paper and then 
comment on long standing governance issues apparently not raised by the Borden 

Ladner Gervais LLP (BLG) report on MFDA governance. 
 
We are informed that the proposed amendments are intended to ensure that the 

http://mfda.ca/wp-content/uploads/EnfAR2017.pdf
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governance structure of the MFDA aligns with comparator organizations where 

appropriate and continues to reflect best governance practices for SROs. We have 
been informed that the BLG report was prepared as advice to the MFDA Board of 
Directors on a confidential basis and as such, the MFDA are not in a position to 

make it publicly available.  The BLG review, considered the core MFDA Governance 
documents (e.g. Articles of incorporation, MFDA By-law No.1, Recognition Orders, 

etc.) against relevant publicly available documents of comparator groups. 
 
We do not know what criteria or benchmarks were used by BLG for the assessment. 

If however, IIROC was one of the comparator SRO’s, we recommend the Board and 
CSA read this report from SIPA Investor Protection and IIROC Governance 

https://www.sipa.ca/library/SIPAsubmissions/500_SIPA_REPORT_InvestorProtectio
n_IIROCGovernance_20161009.pdf . To the extent BLG did reference FINRA, we 
find FINRA, By-Laws of the Corporation Art. VII, § 5 state “No Appointed Governor 

may serve more than two consecutive terms. Appointed Governors shall be 
appointed by the Board for a term of three years to replace those whose terms 

expire.” 
http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main.html?rbid=2403&element_id=4
633 ) which is different than the proposals. 

 
Quite frankly, we are surprised and disappointed that the BLG Report did not raise 

investor-centric representation on the Board as a material governance issue. 
Kenmar along with other investor advocates has been publicly advocating for the 

voice of investor representation for nearly a decade. If self-regulation is to remain 
viable in this climate of distrust, it must prove that it is a system with integrity and 
with credible and fair procedures. Strong governance mechanisms, including focus 

on independent boards (that, among other things, counterbalance the influence of 
“regulatory capture”), and transparency are essential. Re Top 10 Characteristics 

of Effective Self-Regulatory Organizations | CFA Institute Market Integrity 
Insights 
https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/marketintegrity/2014/06/12/top-10-characteristics-

of-effective-self-regulatory-organizations/  
 

 
The proposed increase in term limits is intended to “address concerns relating to 
the limited pool of candidates for election as directors, ensure greater continuity on 

the MFDA board… and allow the MFDA to benefit from directors who have had a 
chance to develop familiarity and expertise with MFDA affairs,”  the consultation 

Paper says. We find the assertion that there is a limited pool of suitable director 
candidates across Canada questionable. Such claims were inappropriately used 
years ago to improperly keep women off boards. There are a number of top rated 

search firms focused on Director search if the Board cannot provide an adequate list 
of suitable Directors. The Board should maintain an “evergreen” list of candidates 

derived from a variety of sources. We do not see any evidence why filling Board 
positions should be a major challenge. Indeed, there is a tremendous opportunity 
here for the MFDA Board to harness the potential of societal groups that have 

https://www.sipa.ca/library/SIPAsubmissions/500_SIPA_REPORT_InvestorProtection_IIROCGovernance_20161009.pdf
https://www.sipa.ca/library/SIPAsubmissions/500_SIPA_REPORT_InvestorProtection_IIROCGovernance_20161009.pdf
http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main.html?rbid=2403&element_id=4633
http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main.html?rbid=2403&element_id=4633
https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/marketintegrity/2014/06/12/top-10-characteristics-of-effective-self-regulatory-organizations/
https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/marketintegrity/2014/06/12/top-10-characteristics-of-effective-self-regulatory-organizations/
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traditionally not been tapped for Directorships. This would increase the gender and 

general diversity of the Board. 
 
Increasing search parameters would also provide an opportunity for investor 

advocacy groups or credible/qualified individuals focused on retail investor 
protection to finally sit at the Board table. Many current or retired investors with 

particular experience with and/or sensitivity to the retail investor perspective could 
increase the diversity, range of experience and credibility of the MFDA Board and 
the MFDA. See APPENDIX I for the characteristics of such a person. As an SRO, we 

fully expect the Board’s skills matrix would include skills that can represent the 
retail investor voice and articulate prevailing investor protection issues with 

credibility, experience and current knowledge. 
 
There is another reason for inclusion of a retail investor-centric person on the MFDA 

Board. The MFDA structure rightly allows its Members to voice a spectrum of 
viewpoints. Take the DSC issue, for example. An Industry Director may be a 

passionate supporter of DSC sold funds. Inclusion of a passionate opponent of DSC 
sold funds would bring better balance to Board meetings in support of enhanced 
investor protection. The constructively disruptive impact of bringing investor 

protection issues forward would help contain Groupthink.  
 

We believe that without a specific mandate to appoint Public Directors who bring a 
grass roots retail investor perspective, the needs of the people for whom the 
industry is being regulated too often are not fully understood, placed in secondary 

positions of importance or may even get neglected altogether. This skill should be 
integrated into the Director’s skills matrix. That being said, we do agree that all 

Directors have a fiduciary duty that they owe to the organization as a whole.  
 

The MFDA Board is also proposing amendments that would increase the size of its 
governance committee and the term limits for directors to eight years. We are very 
concerned that 8 years is so long a timeline that it could cause the board to become 

stale and entrenched and keep new Candidates with fresh ideas out. Kenmar do not 
concur with extending term limits. 

 
The consultation also proposes changes to quorum rules for board meetings and 

governance committee meetings, requiring that Public directors form a majority. 
We agree with the proposal that a majority of Public Directors be present 
(physically or electronically), in the case of Board meetings, and a majority of the 

Public Directors who are members of the Committee, in the case of Governance 
Committee meetings. 

 
While we comment on the proposals as presented, our greater concern is exactly 
who is filling the positions of Public Director.  
 

Self-regulation mostly consists of rules pertaining to education, training and 

certification designed to ensure the competency of professionals and to protect the 
public against misleading information and fraud. However, granting self-regulated 

status goes beyond mere certification as it allows the organization to not only set 
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standards of admission and competence but also to control how it interacts with 

and protects the public. In short, the MFDA has broadly delegated powers under 
Recognition Orders becomes an independent, quasi-political entity. In this way, the 
MFDA is able to develop a regulatory agenda that influences the development of 

policy and law. 
 

The core concern with SROs like the MFDA is not the fact that they are delegated 
powers normally reserved for legislated entities (e.g. the BCSC). Such delegation 
can be beneficial if it reduces costs associated with gathering information necessary 

to regulate effectively and/or avoids the problem of properly motivating the 
regulator to act in the interest of the regulated members of the SRO. The chief 

concern with SROs is that the incentive structure driving the development and 
political empowerment of these organizations can lead their members to develop 
rules that promote their own economic interests, often at the expense of public-

interest objectives. This is why corporate governance is critical. 
 

We make the following recommendations for enhancing MFDA governance:  
 We recommend that at least one Public Director position be a person with a 

demonstrated track record of retail investor protection experience and skill at 

articulating retail investor issues ( See Attachment I for specification) 
 We recommend that only people that have been outside the industry for at 

least 3 calendar years should be considered as Public Directors. In practice, 
we would expect the nomination of ex-industry personnel to be extremely 
rare given the vast selection of qualified people without any prior affiliation 

with the financial services industry. 
 We recommend that a funded investor issues committee be incorporated into 

the governance structure.  See as a reference the mandate of the FINRA, a 
U.S. SRO, and Investor issues Committee 
https://www.finra.org/about/committees#iic  or the operation of the OSC 

Investor Advisory Panel. 
 A complete industry-independent review of other aspects of MFDA 

governance (e.g. Rulemaking, cybersecurity) be undertaken in the context of 
the Public interest mandate, investor protection, increasing investor 

expectations/needs and technological change. 
 

We take this opportunity to recommend that the Board allocate more resources to 

the regulation of advice as opposed to the transaction and place a greater emphasis 
on corrective action/ investor compensation in determining sanctions. This would 

include but not be limited to ethics training, increasing Dealing Rep proficiency 
standards, improving the NAAF/KYC process, mandating minimum risk profiling 
standards, defining the advisory services provided (including financial planning) and 

how they will be regulated, enhanced complaint handling rules, RCA training and 
moving away from the suitability standard towards Best interests for the provision 

of personalized financial advice. 
 
We'd also like to see the Board approve an increase in investor education and 

investor protection initiatives through a combination of grants and targeted 
research. Additionally, Kenmar look forward to an increase  in Board supported 

https://www.finra.org/about/committees#iic
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investor conferences,  online learning programs, Community events and investor 

ALERTS -key contributing factors to investor protection. 
 
We thank the MFDA for the opportunity to provide these comments. We would be 

happy to address any questions you may have or to meet with you to discuss these 
and related issues in greater detail. We appreciate the time you are taking to 

consider our points of view. Do not hesitate to contact us if there are any questions 
regarding our Comment letter. 
 

Permission is granted for public posting.  
 

Sincerely,  
Ken Kivenko P.Eng.  
President, Kenmar Associates  

kenkiv@sympatico.ca  
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APPENDIX I: Specification for a Retail investor Board Director 
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In addition to the general qualifications befitting a Director we would add the 

following unique characteristics: 
 
1. Credibility amongst investors/ advocate stakeholders - including: 

A track record of advocating for increased investor protection for Canadians 
 Actively and visibly engaged with prevailing investor protection issues 

 Demonstrated ability to co-operatively work with the OSC Investor Advisory 
Panel, investor/consumer protection groups, seniors associations etc. 

 A good knowledge of technology/software/mathematics 

 Constructively assertive and forthright 
 Respected and trusted by retail investors 

 
2. Knowledge of retail investor issues – including: 

An understanding of regulatory system failures and weak spots 

Familiarity with key standards and principles for fair complaint resolution and 
restitution  

 Published articles and/or blog related to retail investor protection 
 A grass roots connection to the retail investor 
 Empathy for the retail investor  

 
3. Credibility with industry stakeholders -including 

 Working knowledge of the Canadian financial sector and retail services/products 
 Basic knowledge and understanding of applicable Canadian rules and regulations 

applicable to personalized advice giving 

 An understanding of the underlying issues related to KYC, risk profiling practices, 
disclosure and suitability. 

 Seen as objective and fact-based 


